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We call a one-way inﬁnite word w over a ﬁnite alphabet ðr; lÞ-repetitive if all
long enough preﬁxes of w contain as a sufﬁx a rth power (or more generally a
repetition of order r) of a word of length at most l: We show that each ð2; 4Þ-
repetitive word is ultimately periodic, as well as that there exist continuum many,
and hence also nonultimately periodic, ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words. Further, we
characterize nonultimately periodic ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words both structurally and
algebraically. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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One of the fundamental topics in mathematical research is to search for
connections between local and global regularities. We consider such a
problem in connection with inﬁnite words. The regularity is speciﬁed as a
periodicity.
Our research is motivated by a remarkable result of Mignosi et al. (cf.
[4, 5]) where they characterized one-way inﬁnite ultimately periodic
words: an inﬁnite word w is ultimately periodic if and only if any long
enough preﬁx of w contains as a sufﬁx a repetition of order j2; i.e. a sufﬁx of
the form vq; v=1; q rational and q > j2 with j being the golden ratio1Supported by Academy of Finland under the Grant 14047.
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LOCALLY PERIODIC VERSUS GLOBALLY PERIODIC INFINITE WORDS 251ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃ5p Þ=2: Moreover, they showed that the bound j2 is optimal, meaning
that it cannot be replaced by any smaller number without destroying the
equivalence.
As a consequence, any inﬁnite word such that all except ﬁnitely many of
its preﬁxes contain a cube at the end is ultimately periodic, while there exists
a nonultimately periodic inﬁnite word such that all except ﬁnitely many of
its preﬁxes contain a square at the end. The famous Fibonacci word works
as an example here.
Now, let a ‘‘local regularity’’ mean that an inﬁnite word contains almost
everywhere, that is to the left from any except ﬁnitely many positions, a
certain repetition, and let the ‘‘global regularity’’ mean that the word is
ultimately periodic. Then we have nontrivial connections: the local
regularity deﬁned by cubes implies the global regularity, but that deﬁned
by squares does not do so!
Our goal here is to establish a sharpening of the above by taking into
consideration also the lengths of words in the repetitions. We say that an
inﬁnite word w over a ﬁnite alphabet is ðr; lÞ-repetitive, where r > 1 is a real
number and l is a positive integer, if all except ﬁnitely many preﬁxes of w
contain as a sufﬁx a repetition of order r of a word of length at most l; i.e. a
word of the form vr
0
with r05r and jvj4l: Actually, up to Section 6 the
parameter r in our considerations is an integer as well.
With the above notions we show that any ð2; 4Þ-repetitive word is
ultimately periodic, while ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words need not be so. In fact,
there exist continuum many ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words, and we characterize all
such nonultimately periodic binary words both structurally and algebrai-
cally. The former characterization tells how they can be built from simple
blocks of words, while the latter tells how they are obtained using the
Fibonacci morphism.
We also show that our result is optimal with respect to both of the
parameters. Indeed, if r is ﬁxed to be 2; then as we already said, the
smallest value of l which does not require a ðr; lÞ-repetitive word to be
ultimately periodic is l ¼ 5: Also if we ﬁx l ¼ 5; then the largest r which does
not make a ðr; lÞ-repetitive word ultimately periodic is r ¼ 2: In other
words, for any real r0 > 2; each ðr0; 5Þ-repetitive word is necessarily
ultimately periodic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁx our notation and
introduce necessary notions. In Section 3, we prove a reduction result
allowing us to restrict our attention to binary alphabets. Next, in Section 4,
we prove that all ð2; nÞ-repetitive words are ultimately periodic with a period
not longer than 4. Section 5 is devoted to provide the description of the
structure of nonultimately periodic ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words. Next, in Section
6, we show the optimality of our result also with respect to the ﬁrst
parameter, i.e. we show that there are no ðr; 5Þ-repetitive nonultimately
KARHUMA¨KI, LEPISTO¨, AND PLANDOWSKI252periodic words for r > 2: Finally, in Section 7, we note that our main result
can be viewed, as a simple but illustrative example of a border between
chaotic and predictable behaviour of inﬁnite processes.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we deﬁne formally our basic notions as well as ﬁx the
terminology, if necessary cf. [1, 2].
We consider finite and one-way infinite words over a ﬁnite alphabet A: The
sets of such words are denoted by An and Ao; respectively. A factor of a
word is any consecutive sequence of its symbols. By PrefkðwÞ; (SuffkðwÞ), we
mean the preﬁx (sufﬁx, respectively) of w of length k: For a rational number
k51; we say that a word w is a kth power if there exists a word v such that
w ¼ vk; where vk denotes the word v00v0 with v0 ¼ vbkc and v00 ¼ Suff jwjðk
bkcÞ
v: For example, word aabaaba is 21
3
rd power of aab; i.e. we can write
aabaaba ¼ ðaabÞ213: Next we say that w contains a repetition of order r51 if
it contains as a factor a kth power with k5r: Note that here r is allowed to
be any real number 51: However, in considerations up to Section 6 only
more intuitive integer powers are used.
Next, we deﬁne our central notions. Let r51 be a real number and l51
an integer. We say that an inﬁnite word w is ðr; lÞ-repetitive if there exists an
integer n0 such that each preﬁx of w of length at least n0 ends with a
repetition of order r of a word of length at most l: Formally, the above
means that, for each n5n0; there exists a k5r and words u and v; with
jvj4l; such that
PrefnðwÞ ¼ uvk:
Note that the above deﬁnition can be extended to the case
where l ¼ 1: More formally, an inﬁnite word w is ðr;1Þ-repetitive
if all except ﬁnitely many preﬁxes of w contain as a sufﬁx a repetition
of order r:
Our goal is to look for connections between ðr; lÞ-repetitive and ultimately
periodic words, i.e. words which are of the form uvo for some ﬁnite words u
and v: If w ¼ uvo; we say that juj is a threshold and jvj a period of w; and that
v is a word period of w:
In our terminology a remarkable result of Mignosi et al. cf. [4, 5], can be
stated as
Theorem 2.1. An infinite word is ultimately periodic if and only if it is
ðj2;1Þ-repetitive, where j ¼ ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃ5p Þ=2:
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an important role here. Indeed, Theorem 2.1 is optimal:
Theorem 2.2. There exists a nonultimately infinite word which is ðk;1Þ-
repetitive for any k5j2; but not ultimately periodic.
The Fibonacci word, which can be used as an example, is presented in
Section 5. Our goal is to prove a similar result where the parameter l is ﬁnite.
3. A REDUCTION TO A BINARY ALPHABET
In this section, we prove a reduction result which allows us to restrict to
binary alphabet.
Theorem 3.1. For each nonultimately periodic ðr; lÞ-repetitive word over
an alphabet with more than two letters, we can construct a nonultimately
periodic ðr; lÞ-repetitive word over a binary alphabet.
Proof. Let w be a ðr; lÞ-repetitive word over an alphabet A such that it is
not ultimately periodic. Let s be a letter not in A and deﬁne, for each a 2 A;
morphisms
ha : A
n ! fa; sgn; x/x if x ¼ a;
x/s otherwise:
(
We claim that at least one of the words haðwÞ is ðr; lÞ-repetitive and not
ultimately periodic.
Clearly, as morphic images of ðr; lÞ-repetitive words under length
preserving morphisms, all words haðwÞ are ðr; lÞ-repetitive as well. Suppose
on the contrary that all of these words are ultimately periodic, say with a
common period q (as a multiple of periods of words haðwÞ) and a common
threshold t (as a maximum of thresholds of haðwÞ). Then, by the deﬁnition of
ha; the positions i of w; with i5t; such that they contain a letter a are
periodic with a period q: But this is true for all letters of A; and therefore w is
ultimately periodic with threshold t and a period q: This contradiction
proves our theorem. ]
The importance of the above theorem is that now we can consider,
without loss of generality, only words over a binary alphabet, say A ¼
fa; bg: Indeed, for a ﬁxed value of r or l; if there exist at all nonultimately
periodic ðr; lÞ-repetitive words, then there exists such a word over A:
Consequently, to determine the smallest l for a ﬁxed r; or the largest r for a
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ultimately periodic, it is enough to study only binary words.
In the case where r ¼ 2 and l ¼ 5; which is the most important in our
considerations, we can strengthen Theorem 3.1 to the following form. We
say that a ﬁnite word z is legal if it contains as a sufﬁx a repetition of order 2
of a word of length at most 5. Obviously, the legality can be deﬁned with
respect to any parameter r and l; here it was deﬁned in the case r ¼ 2 and
l ¼ 5: The parameters will always be clear from the context. In the next
section they are r ¼ 2 and l ¼ 4; and in Section 6 r ¼ 2þ E and l ¼ 5:
Theorem 3.2. Each nonultimately periodic ð2; 5Þ-repetitive infinite word
is of the form vu with u binary.
Proof. Suppose that w 2 Ao is a ð2; 5Þ-repetitive nonultimately periodic
word such that each sufﬁx of it contains at least three different letters.
Further, let uv be a preﬁx of w such that jvj ¼ 5 and let PrefnðwÞ be legal for
n5juj; i.e. contains as a sufﬁx a square of a word of length at most 5.
From the choice of v it follows that v contains at least three different
letters and, moreover, one of these letters, say c 2 A; appears exactly once in
it. Now, by using a projection hc from A to an alphabet fc; sg which maps c
to itself and other letters to s; we obtain a ð2; 5Þ-repetitive binary word wbin:
Let x be a sufﬁx of a preﬁx of wbin of the form cskc; where, by above, we
may assume that k44: Because c and at least two other letters must appear
in each sufﬁx of w; the sufﬁx x ¼ cskc; where 24k44; can be followed only
by smc; where 05m4k: Simple analysis show that the factor csc can be
followed only by scsc or s2csc; and in these cases csc must be preceded by
cs or cs2; respectively. From this, we conclude that wbin is ultimately
periodic. Indeed, we can write
w ¼ u0ct1ct2ct3c . . . ;
where juj4ju0j; hcðt1Þ 2 fs2; s3; s4; scs; scs2g; hcðtiÞ ¼ hcðtiþ1Þ:
Now, the requirements that each sufﬁx of w contains at least three
different letters and ctictiþ1c is sufﬁx of a legal word yield ti ¼ tiþ1:
Therefore, also w is ultimately periodic, a contradiction. ]
4. (2, 4)-REPETITIVE WORDS
In this section, we consider ð2; 4Þ-repetitive words, i.e. words whose all
but ﬁnitely many preﬁxes end with a square of a word of length at most 4.
To simplify our presentation we ﬁx some terminology. In what follows, we
consider only those finite words which contain as a suffix a square of a word of
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section. We write
u!c v; with u; v 2 An; c 2 A;
to denote that adding a letter c on the right of a legal word containing u as a
sufﬁx results in a legal word containing v as a sufﬁx. Further, if a letter c
cannot be added preserving the legality, we write
u!c not possible:
In order to deﬁne our third notation, we agree that ‘‘a alone’’ means either
of the letters of A; i.e. a ¼ a or a ¼ b; and that ‘‘a and b together’’ means
two distinct letters of A; i.e. either ‘‘a ¼ a and b ¼ b’’ or ‘‘a ¼ b and b ¼ a’’.
With this convention, we write
u!* S; with u 2 An; S  fa; bgn;
to denote that any inﬁnite ð2; 4Þ-repetitive extension of a legal word
containing u as a sufﬁx leads to an ultimately periodic word, where the
period is from the set S:
Using these notations, we prove:
Theorem 4.1. Each ð2; 4Þ-repetitive word is ultimately periodic.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it is enough to consider words over a binary
alphabet A ¼ fa; bg: We analyse how a given legal word u containing as
sufﬁx a square of a word of length at most 4; can be extended to a legal
word. This is done in ﬁve cases depending on the sufﬁx s of u of length 4:
Case I: s ¼ a4: Now the b-continuation does not produce a legal word
and for the a-continuation, we have
a4!* a4;
which implies, in our earlier notations, that
a4!* fag:
Case II: s ¼ abab: We construct the graph of Fig. 1 showing all possible
extensions of the considered word u: A path in this graph may
* terminate to state fag meaning that the word u extends to an
ultimately periodic word with the word period a;
FIG. 1. Case s ¼ abab:
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are ﬁnite; or
* run forever through the loop labelled by ab meaning that the word u
extends to an ultimately periodic word with the word period ab:
Consequently, we have
abab!* fa; abg:
Note that an important feature of the graph of Fig. 1 is that it does not
contain intersecting loops}a property which guarantees the ultimate
periodicity!
Case III: s ¼ aabb: Now the graph is shown in Fig. 2.
Now, the loop is labelled by the word aabb; and therefore we conclude, as
above, that
aabb!* fa; a2b2g:
Note that in this case, we do need in the graph words longer than 4; and
because of this we have to consider also case IV.
Case IV: s ¼ abba: Now the graph, using information of the earlier
cases, is shown in Fig. 3. Noting that the only cycle in the graph is labelled
by bba; we conclude that
abba!* fa; ab; a2b; a2b2g:FIG. 2. Case s ¼ a2b2:
FIG. 3. Case s ¼ abba:
FIG. 4. Case s ¼ aaab:
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From Fig. 4, we conclude that
aaab!* fa; ab; a2b; a2b2; a3bg:
The cases I–V together with the symmetric ones cover all possibilities,
proving the theorem. ]
It is worth noticing that we actually proved in Theorem 4.1 a bit more
than stated, namely we showed that all ð2; 4Þ-repetitive words are ultimately
periodic with periods of length at most 4, i.e. with word periods from the set
fa; ab; a2b; a2b2; a3bg:
In the next section, we shall see that the situation changes drastically when
the length of the repeated word is increased to 5.
5. (2, 5)-REPETITIVE WORDS
In this section, we consider ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words, and show contrary to
Theorem 4.1 that they need not be ultimately periodic. Moreover, we give
two characterizations of such words.
In this section, a legal word means a word containing as a sufﬁx a square
of a word of length at most 5. As in the previous section, we can assume also
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simple lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Each ð2; 5Þ-repetitive word w 2 Ao containing infinitely many
occurrences of a factor ccc, with c 2 A; is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Let w be ð2; 5Þ-repetitive and let t be a number such that for all
n5t PrefnðwÞ is legal. Without loss of generality, we assume that w contains
inﬁnitely many occurrences of the factor aaa:
If w does not contain inﬁnitely many b’s, w is ultimately periodic. In the
other case, w contains inﬁnitely many occurrences of the factor aaab:
Necessarily, each preﬁx of w of the length larger than t þ 10 and ending with
aaab ends actually with
aaabaaab; baaabbaaab or aaaabaaaab:
Consider now a long enough preﬁx v of w ending with one of the two latter
factors, say uu: Then by the choice of t a word of length u just preceding this
occurrence of uu is necessarily u: Repeating this argument, we conclude that
v contains from right to left only repetitions of u up to the position t: Hence,
w is either ultimately periodic or contains, in fact, the factor z ¼ aaabaaab
inﬁnitely often. This factor z can be preceded either by aaab or by aaaba: If
the latter case occurs inﬁnitely many times in w; then, because the only
possible continuation to the left for z is aaaaba; the factor ðaaaabÞ2 would
occur inﬁnitely many times which, as we have already seen, means that w is
ultimately periodic. In the other case, starting from some position in w; all
factors ðaaabÞ2 are preceded by aaab; which again is possible only in an
ultimately periodic word. This completes the proof. ]
Lemma 5.2. Each ð2; 5Þ-repetitive word w 2 Ao containing infinitely many
occurrences of a factor ðabÞ3; with a; b 2 A; a=b; is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Assume that w is ð2; 5Þ-repetitive and contains inﬁnitely many
factors of the form ðabÞ3: Now, obviously any preﬁx of w ending with ðabÞ3
cannot be extended preserving the legality by aamb or bma for any m51:
Hence, the only possible extensions are powers of ab; implying that w is
ultimately periodic. ]
Our next lemma is crucial in our structural characterization of ð2; 5Þ-
repetitive words.
Lemma 5.3. Let w 2 Ao be a ð2; 5Þ-repetitive word which is not ultimately
periodic, B ¼ fa; abg and C ¼ fb; bag: Then we can write w ¼ uv; where
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v 2 Bo=An½a3 þ ðabÞ3Ao
or
v 2 Co=An½b3 þ ðbaÞ3Ao:
Proof. Let us ﬁrst verify that there exists a sufﬁx of w in Bo [ Co: In the
opposite case, we know that the squares of a and b occur inﬁnitely many
times in w: On the other hand, for long enough preﬁx of w having a sufﬁx of
the form xaab; we obtain
x 2 A5 ) x 2 AnaaAn;
because otherwise the preﬁx would not be legal. This means that the distance
(measured as the difference of starting positions) between consecutive
occurrences of aa is less than or equal to 5: The same holds for bb; by
symmetry, and so since there are inﬁnitely many occurrences of both aa and
bb in w; the distance between two consecutive occurrences of aa and bb; is 4
or 5: Now, if there are only ﬁnitely many such consecutive occurrences of
distance 5; necessarily w has a sufﬁx of the form ðaabbÞo; i.e. w is ultimately
periodic, a contradiction. So, there are inﬁnitely many occurrences of aa; or
bb; having its next occurrence exactly ﬁve positions to the left. It follows that
there exist inﬁnitely many factors of w of the form aaxaa; with x 2
Abb [ bbA; or of the form bbybb; with y 2 Aaa [ aaA: However, both of
these cases contradicts Lemma 5.1. Hence, we conclude that there cannot be
inﬁnitely many occurrences of aa and bb in w; i.e.
w 2 AnB o [ AnCo:
Now, from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 it follows that there does not exist any of
the words a3; b3; ðabÞ3 or ðbaÞ3 as sufﬁxes in long enough legal preﬁxes of w:
Thus, we can choose a sufﬁx t of w such that
t 2 ½Bo=Anða3 þ ðabÞ3ÞAo [ ½Co=Anðb3 þ ðbaÞ3ÞAo:
This proves the lemma. ]
It is worth noting that the condition describing the structure of the word v
in Lemma 5.3 can be written in the form
v 2 ðaabð1þ abÞÞo;
where fa; bg ¼ fa; bg:
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words. It uses an important notion of the Fibonacci morphism t; as well as its
complementary version %t: These are morphisms from An ¼ fa; bgn into itself
deﬁned by
t :
a/ab;
b/a;
%t :
a/b;
b/ba:
Recall that the Fibonacci word
aF ¼ lim
n!1 t
nðaÞ
is the only ﬁxed point (in Ao) of t:
Lemma 5.4. Let v 2 Ao: Then v consists of only consecutive a- and ab-
blocks such that a-blocks cannot appear twice consecutively and ab-blocks
cannot appear three times consecutively if and only if
9v0 2 Ao : v ¼ t3ðv0Þ:
Moreover, the sequence of lengths of consecutive blocks in v is ultimately
periodic if and only if v0 is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Let V0 ¼ Ao and
Viþ1 ¼ fu 2 Aoj9u0 2 Vi : u ¼ tðu0Þg;
for i 2 f0; 1; 2g: By the deﬁnition of t; we conclude that V1  fa; abgo: On
the other hand, a word containing only consecutive a- and ab-blocks, is in
V1: Thus, V1 ¼ fa; abgo; which can be rewritten in the form
V1 ¼ fu 2 V0jbb is not a factor in ug:
Applying this identity and the deﬁnition of t; we obtain
V2 ¼fu 2 V1j there are no two consecutive a-blocks in ug
¼fu 2 V1j there are no three consecutive a’s in ug:
By a similar argument, we conclude
V3 ¼fu 2 V2j there are no three consecutive ab-blocks in ug
¼fu 2 V1j there are no three consecutive ab-blocks and
no two consecutive a-blocks in ug:
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follows. ]
Now we are ready for our characterization of ð2; 5Þ-repetition free words
that are not ultimately periodic.
Theorem 5.1. Let w 2 Ao: Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) w is ð2; 5Þ-repetitive word without being ultimately periodic;
(ii) w has a suffix which consists of only consecutive a- and ab-blocks
such that the a-block cannot appear twice consecutively and ab-block cannot
appear three times consecutively and the lengths of blocks do not form an
ultimately periodic sequence;
(iii) there exist words u 2 An; v 2 Ao such that v is not ultimately
periodic and w ¼ ut3ðvÞ or w ¼ u%t3ðvÞ:
Proof. First, the equivalence between the last two conditions follows
from Lemma 5.4 and its symmetric formulation for b- and ba-blocks and the
morphism %t:
The equivalence between the ﬁrst two conditions is shown as follows. The
ﬁrst condition implies the second one by Lemma 5.3. Moreover, if the
second condition holds, then w ¼ uv; where u 2 An and
v 2 ½Bo=Anða3 þ ðabÞ3ÞAo [ ½Co=Anðb3 þ ðbaÞ3ÞAo;
because a- and ab-blocks both have an a as a preﬁx. So, to prove the
implication to the other direction we need to consider the word v:
Let B ¼ fa; abg and t 2 B6=Bn½a2 þ ðabÞ3Bn: All possible values of t are:
a:ab:a:ab:a:ab a:ab:a:ab:ab:a a:ab:ab:a:ab:a
a:ab:ab:a:ab:ab ab:a:ab:a:ab:a ab:a:ab:a:ab:ab
ab:a:ab:ab:a:ab ab:ab:a:ab:a:ab ab:ab:a:ab:ab:a
Here, we use periods as separators for a- and ab-blocks. Next, we search for
squares with a period less than or equal to 5; for all preﬁxes of t ending at a
letter inside the last a- or ab-block:
As shown in Table 1, using over- and under-linings the required squares
can always be found. Consequently, w is ð2; 5Þ-repetitive. Moreover, it
cannot be ultimately periodic since otherwise also the lengths of the blocks
would form an ultimately periodic sequence over the alphabet f1; 2g: This is
because for the Fibonacci morphism the preimage of a given ultimately
periodic word is also ultimately periodic, and thus replacing a’s and b’s by
TABLE 1
Legality of Words t
aabaab
%
a
%
ab aabaaba ba aababa aba
aababa ab ab abaaba aba abaaba ab ab
abaab aba ab ababaab a ab ababaaba ba
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completes the proof. ]
Theorem 5.5 has an immediate consequence.
Corollary 5.1. There exist continuum many ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words.
Note that our above characterization together with Theorem 3.2 does
give a characterization of all ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words: they are of the form
uvo; where u is arbitrary word and v is an binary word characterized in
Theorem 5.1.
We ﬁnish this section by observing that our condition (ii) can be
formalized in an equivalent form:
ðii0Þ w has a sufﬁx which is built from a2b- and a2bab-blocks with a=b
and such that the lengths of blocks does not form an ultimately periodic
sequence.
6. OPTIMALITY
In this section, we show that our result is optimal in the sense that each
ðr; lÞ-repetitive word with
r > 2 and l ¼ 5 ð1Þ
or,
r ¼ 2 and l ¼ 4 ð2Þ
is ultimately periodic, while, as we saw, this is not true for ð2; 5Þ-repetitive
words. Indeed, the latter case was proved in Section 4, and the former is
proved in the next theorem. Note that case (1) is the ﬁrst case where
parameter r need not to be an integer.
Theorem 6.1. Each ðr; 5Þ-repetitive word with r > 2 is ultimately
periodic.
FIG. 5. Extensions of t’s preserving the legality.
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is also ð2; 5Þ-repetitive, and therefore the previous theorem and symmetry
guarantee that it is sufﬁcient to study how any word t 2 B6=Bn½a2 þ ðabÞ3Bn
can be extended with blocks a and ab such that the requirement of the
legality is not violated. Again, by Theorem 5.5 and its proof, we conclude
that all such ways to extend t can be found by considering which words in
B6=Bn½a2 þ ðabÞ3Bn are sufﬁxes of ta and tab: Thus, we obtain the following
graph (see Fig. 5).
Let u and v be as in Theorem 5.5. Now, because the word ðabaÞ2ðabÞ2 does
not have a sufﬁx being a repetition of order 2þ E of a word of length less
than 6; we conclude that any path corresponding to v could visit the node
labelled by ðabaÞ2ðabÞ2 only ﬁnitely many times. Thus, the word v; and so
also w; is ultimately periodic with word period abaab or aba: ]
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have established, in a very simple setting of words, a strict borderline
where the amount of a local regularity ceases to imply a global regularity.
More formally, we proved that each inﬁnite word w which satisﬁes a local
regularity condition stating ‘‘any preﬁx of w contains as a sufﬁx a repetition
of order r ¼ 2 of a word of length at most p ¼ 4;’’ is globally regular in the
sense of being ultimately periodic. Similarly, if the local regularity is deﬁned
by the values r > 2 and p ¼ 5; then the global regularity is forced, but this
does not hold for the values r ¼ 2 and p ¼ 5: Indeed, there exist continuum
many words which are in the latter sense locally regular, but not globally,
and moreover their distribution is completely chaotic.
To explain the above sentence, it is useful to think about an inﬁnite word
as a dynamical process which extends ﬁnite words symbol by symbol. Then,
if the process is controlled by the assumption that the ð2; 4Þ-repetitiveness is
preserved, then the process is completely predictable. On the other hand, if
the assumption is made, as little as possible, weaker, then the process
becomes completely unpredictable, that is chaotic. This follows, for
example, from our structural characterization of ð2; 5Þ-repetitive words,
see ðii0Þ: Formally, denoting by jwja the number of a’s in the word w; this can
be stated as follows:
KARHUMA¨KI, LEPISTO¨, AND PLANDOWSKI264Theorem 7.1. For each real number t 2 ½1
2
; 2
3
 [ ½3
2
; 2 [ f0; 1
4
; 1
3
; 1; 3; 4;1g
there exists a ð2; 5Þ-repetitive word wt such that
lim
n!1
jPrefnðwtÞja
jPrefnðwtÞjb
¼ t:
Note that Theorem 7.1 covers all possible values of the ratio. The discrete
values are easy to verify by considering ultimately periodic words with
periods at most 5. We return to the above phenomenon in more details in a
forthcoming paper.
We conclude with two comments. First, we believe, that our results
provide a very simple and clear example of predictable versus chaotic
behaviour. Second, and more importantly, it opens a lot of interesting
questions. For example, what would be the values of l giving similar
borderlines for values of r different from 2.
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